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W ith new and improved car models on the market, 
buyers have an unlimited variety of options to 

choose from. However, the process is especially exciting 
when you’re choosing from a top-notch brand such  
as Toyota. 

As all Toyotas come with optimized engines, excellent 
safety features, and a range of entertainment options,  
buyers have to be thorough and do their research to  
determine the best model for their lifestyle. Being prepared 
takes a little bit of time, but in the end, you’ll have a Toyota 
that caters to your specific needs. 

In this guide, you’ll learn the steps and some helpful 
tips you need to know before buying your next new 
Toyota. Let’s get started with what you need to do 
when beginning a new car search.
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STEP 1: Consider Your Needs 
Before you start your search, you should first ask the question, “Why do I need a new car?”  
You may need a car for: 

 • Commuting to work 
 • Going on long trips with your family 
 • Transporting business supplies 

It seems like an obvious step, but by sufficiently answering this question, you’ll not only 
significantly narrow your search, but you’ll also ensure that the car you find fulfills your most 
critical requirements. 

For example, if you want to use the vehicle for transporting business supplies, a truck can be a 
good option. If you need the vehicle for family commuting, the number of people that you’ll be 
carrying should guide you to the type of SUV or family sedan to buy. If you fly solo, a compact 
vehicle might be ideal. 

If you intend to own the vehicle for many years to come, keep your future 
family size in mind when deciding on the type and size of Toyota. TIP: 
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STEP 2: Do Your Research
After determining the type of car you want, you now have to research the available options. 
Remember, there’s the car you want and then there’s the car that’s ideal for your needs.  
For example, an 86 GT may be your dream car, but is it the right choice for your big family?  
The Highlander may actually be the more practical choice in this case.

When researching for potential vehicles to buy, try to keep your budget in mind, too. A wide range 
of financing options is available for all drivers, regardless of budget. Still, you don’t want to spread 
yourself too thin just for a top trim.

What’s Important in a Vehicle? 
People consider different features when buying cars. Ultimately, how you’ll use the vehicle should 
determine the features to look for. Some of the important and necessary features may include: 
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• Engine size: Typically, the larger the engine size, the greater the horsepower. Vehicles with 
larger engines are usually more powerful than those with more compact engines. 

• MPG: You may also want to consider the miles that the vehicle can cover per gallon. If you’ll be 
going on long trips, efficient gas mileage should be an essential feature on your checklist.

• Entertainment: This feature may or may not be important to you. At the minimum, get a car 
that has a basic radio or entertainment unit. Optional items, like satellite radio, may be important 
for some buyers. 

• Size: If you typically carry six or more passengers, you’ll need a large vehicle. Even if a car says 
it can hold a certain number of passengers, it’s always helpful to read reviews about the interior 
space and its level of comfort. 

• Trunk space: Depending on what you want to use the vehicle for, ample trunk or cargo space 
may be important. 

When conducting a car search, keep in mind that you may need to 
compromise on some features to find your ideal vehicle.TIP: 
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STEP 3: Start Shopping
When you know the type of Toyota you want, it’s time to locate it at the best dealership. 

Finding the Right Dealership 
Finding the right dealership is just as important as finding the right car. It’s important to go 
with a dealership that’s close to home and includes perks, such as a comfortable facility and 
an extra attentive staff.

There are many things you can do to ensure you’re working with a high-quality dealership. 
These include: 

• Research the dealer: Reviews are one of the most useful resources available to find the 
best dealership. If you have a dealership in mind and you don’t know someone personally 
who’s purchased from that dealership, check out websites like DealerRater.com to read 
reviews and get an idea of the experience you can expect at that specific dealer. 

• Special manufacturer offer: Some manufacturers offer dealers special pricing to move 
various vehicle units. Take advantage of such offers if the vehicle that comes with an 
incentive is right for you. 

• New car incentives: Check for manufacturer incentives for new car owners and for  
certain models. Find out from the dealer which vehicles come with special offers.
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STEP 4: Take a Test Drive  
Now that you have an idea of the type of Toyota that best fits your needs, it’s time to take a 
couple for a test drive. Test driving is the ultimate way of knowing whether a car is right for you. 
Remember, even if a car is rated higher than another model, it doesn’t necessarily mean it’s your 
perfect match.

Test driving is a very personal experience. You’re the one who’ll be behind the wheel of the 
vehicle, so you should be sure the car you buy offers a nice driving experience. If you’ve  
identified a Toyota dealer with the car you want, call and schedule a test drive. 

Test Driving the Vehicle 
Before starting the car, get into the driver’s seat and gauge your comfort level behind the wheel. 
Is the seat too low, too far from, or too close to the steering wheel? Do you feel comfortable in the 
seat, or does the driver’s compartment seem crowded? 

• Start the engine and check how long the vehicle takes to warm up. If a vehicle takes too 
long to warm up, it may have a problem. 

• Drive the vehicle on different types of roads, preferably ones resembling where you’ll be 
frequently driving (e.g. residential streets and freeways).
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• For the first few minutes of your test drive, make sure the radio and air conditioner are off. 
Listen closely to the general cabin noise on the type of roads you’ll be driving on the most. 

• Try the interior features, like the entertainment system, air conditioner, and automatic 
windows. Are they easy to operate? 

Sometimes, you may find it difficult to choose between two 
vehicles after taking them on test drives. Don’t be afraid to ask 
the dealer for a second or third round of test drives, if necessary.

TIP: 

STEP 5: Check Online for Deals or Incentives  
Like we mentioned before, the dealership may offer special deals and incentives on new cars.  
If you’ve taken a car for a test drive and feel that it may be “the one,” then you should check the  
dealer’s website and see if you can snag an extra good deal on it. This added incentive may just  
seal the deal for you. If nothing else, it’ll really sweeten the pot.

If you see a great deal online, be sure to speak to the sales consultant  
about it before buying. The dealer may be able to explain it in greater detail. TIP: 
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STEP 6: Know Your Financing Options
There are several routes you can take to finance a new vehicle, and it’s important to understand your 
options and what you’re most comfortable with based on your budget and lifestyle.

A common financing option is securing a vehicle loan. You can apply for a secured or unsecured car 
loan. With a secured car loan, the credit lender will give you the money to buy the vehicle, but they 
hold onto its title until you’ve finished paying off the loan. With an unsecured car loan, the lender  
will finance your car purchase without you having to provide any form of security for the loan.  
Unsecured car loans are usually given by banks or credit unions to borrowers who have high credit 
ratings and have an established relationship with the lending institution. 

You can also acquire a new Toyota through leasing. When you lease a vehicle, you’ll have the right 
to use and maintain it as your own, but the title will remain with the leasing company. Vehicles are 
usually offered on lease from three months to several years. With this option, you’ll pay the leasing 
company a fixed amount every month for using the vehicle. At the end of the lease period, the  
leasing company will take back its vehicle.

Whether you’re financing or leasing, be sure to ask the salesperson or financing expert at the  
dealership to walk you through various down payment scenarios that’ll bring you to a monthly  
payment you’re comfortable with.

Are You Ready to Buy Your Next Toyota Today?
Buying a new car isn’t a complicated process. The most important part is finding a reliable 
Toyota dealership that’s close to home. Following these six steps will help you find the perfect 
dealership and the perfect new Toyota model for your lifestyle. Good luck and happy driving!


